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“Museums today are required to participate, together with other institutions in seeking solutions to problems faced by societies in which they are embedded.”
This museum is an educational tool about the legacy of the Dominican people to present and future generations of the world in its formation and consolidation of a society based on culture of peace, tolerance, non-discrimination, truth, justice and respect human rights.
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- Direction
  - Documentation Center and Archives of the Resistance.
  - Exhibition
    - Center for the National Registry of Victims, Tortures and Disappeared.
Center for the National Registry of Victims, Torture and Dissapeared

Digital registry: 50,000 víctims
Moral Restitution
Social Restitution
Justice
Documentation Center and Archives of the Resistance

More than 150,000 document, photographs, videos, audio, objects and books.

- Documentary Heritage on the Resistance and Struggle for Human Rights in the Dominican Republic, 1930-1961
- Inscribed on the Register in 2009
- Memory of the World
Pillars of Heroism
National and Internationals Conferences, Remenbrances Activities, Documentaries
Dominican Net of Museums and Sites of Memory
The Butterflies:
In their memory the United Nation declared November 25 International Day Against Violence Toward Women.
Constanza, Maimón and Estero Hondo Héroes Memorial Hall
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